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Highlights

Market snapshots

 Prompt US benzene spot prices have eased and immediate
consumption remains subdued.
 Spot styrene prices have sagged on a nominal basis as costs
and export netbacks have moved lower.
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Americas
Americas prices

Benzene
The spot benzene market crawled back into its shell this week,
with wide bid-offer spreads and liquidity dropping off precipitously. As the prompt July nomination period rolled off, rights
to timing in August have remained a focus for buyers, and
much of the discussion has centered around specific location
and delivery window combinations. As such, prompt barrels
have continued to be discussed at a very meaningful premium
to any August barrels. The lower Mississippi River market has
been generally quiet.
For the week as a whole, deals were confirmed between
400 and 466¢/USG ($1,197 to $1,395t) for August, with FOB and
dated barrels commanding the premium prices. No September
or October business was confirmed done. This week's spot
posting covers any residual July and August business, as is our
established methodology after the 15th of the month. Total
spot volume was just 130,000bl or 18,000t. Closing ranges are
either side of 442.5¢/USG for DDP August, and 420 for DDP
September and 410 for DDP October. Most recently, the lower
River has moved to parity with Houston for August, and a slight
premium for September.
On hydrocarbon supply and processing, total US crude
inventories decreased again as reported in the most recent
weekly report. Total inventory, excluding SPR, fell by 4.5 mn bl
since our last report to just over 422 mn bl. This remains towards the low end of seasonal norms and 18 mn bl or 4pc below a year ago. US crude production increased slightly to 12.1
mn b/d, while exports rose sharply to 4.5 mn b/d. On refining
operations, gross inputs were 0.3 mn b/d below last week at
right around 16.5 mn b/d, with average utilization 1.5 points
lower at 92pc. Refinery feed volume is tracking well below
the lows of what might be considered normal, while utilization dipped below the five-year range. Throughput on the Gulf
coast dipped to 9.3 mn b/d, with utilization at a strong 97pc.
Padd 2 throughput dropped markedly to under 3.6 mn b/d,
with utilization nearly another 4 points lower at 86pc. Average
crude API remains above 33.1. Average gasoline yield recovered yet more ground to 51.2pc. Implied US gasoline demand
recovered again this week, rising to 9.2 mn b/d, an increase of
0.7 mn b/d since the last report. Inventories dipped as a result. Finished gasoline inventory is down 3.3 mn bl to just over
225 mn bl. Inventory cover fell to just under 24.5 days of use
at current consumption levels. Absolute inventories are inline
with seasonal norms and 11.3 mn bl or 4.8pc below a year ago,
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although the deficit has been expanding slightly. On the Gulf
coast gasoline inventories also rose by 0.5 mn bl over the past
week, with absolute levels at 86.8 mn bl. Padd 2 inventories
fell 0.5 mn bl to just over 48.5 mn bl and are right at the low
end of the normal range. Inventories of blend components
turned course this week and fell by 1.3 mn bl at 208 mn bl. On
the Gulf coast, inventories rose 0.8 mn bl again and remained
ample in aggregate terms at 79.2 mn bl. Component inventories have stabilized in the Midwest and remain very much on
par with seasonal norms. Diesel inventories remain well below
seasonal norms, while jet inventories have stabilized following
the heavy use holiday weekends. Fuel oil inventories have remained largely flat but remain at the low end of the five-year
range. Refining margins have ticked higher across all the major
product categories.
On costs across the hydrocarbon complex, it has been
another roller coaster week, with the US Federal Reserve raising interest rates another 75 basis points and real-world data
indicating further reductions in refinery runs but also declining
US crude inventories.
Specifically on crude, the front-month WTI (NYMEX) benchmark traded from last week’s close around $96.35/bl down
below $95 going into the weekend, but then regained some
ground early this week. Prices retrenched back to $95/bl briefly but then pushed towards $100/bl following this week’s EIA
data, which showed a substantial drawdown in crude inventories. The contract ended the reporting week pretty much flat
at around $96.42/bl. Cash market prices (WTI, Houston) closed
out last week at $101.55/bl, and then drifted into the weekend
close to $100.75. Prices pushed above $102/bl early week but
then adjusted back to below $97/bl. The weekly EIA report
provided some support, with prices pushing back above $101/
bl. Today’s (Thursday) close at $98.40/bl reflects an decrease
of $3.15/bl on the week.
On gasoline, Rbob futures prices have risen pretty steadily
through the week. Prices gained some ground early on from
last week’s close at just under 315¢/USG to hit 322¢/USG
going into the weekend and then 338¢/USG early this week.
Prices however paused around 335¢/USG, before breaking back
above 343¢/USG. The contract settled today (Thursday) at just
over 346¢/USG, a net 32¢/USG gain on the week. An unusual
premium has been building between the futures market and
the corresponding cash markets. Cash market gasoline prices
(conventional 87, Houston) have once again had a more steady
week than the futures markets, clawing back some lost ground
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in the process. Prices closed out last week at just over 304¢/
USG and then sagged slightly going into the weekend. Since
then, prices have made steady if modest gains, breaking above
312¢/USG at times. Prices settled today (Thursday) at just over
302.55¢/USG, an overall decrease of around 1.5¢/USG for the
week.
On gasoline blending, octane-based alternative values for
aromatic conversion feed appeared to have stabilized, both in
absolute terms and also relative to underlying gasoline prices.
The reformate to gasoline spread has remained flat near 85¢/
USG all week. As a result, incremental feed costs for aromatics have been mostly steady, with reformate market values
(waterborne, Houston) moving down from last week’s close at
387¢/USG, to test 386¢/USG before recovering to 396¢/USG.
Prices closed the week back around 386¢/USG. Benchmark
refinery 3-2-1 cracks have moved higher, with distillate and
gasoline margins moving pretty much in lock step.
Natural gas futures (Nymex) prices closed out last week
at $7.93/mmBtu, and broke back above $8/mmBtu going into
the weekend. Prices then skirted very close to $9/mmBtu
early this week before drifting back towards $8.50. Today’s
(Thursday) settlement at $8.134mmBtu today is up around
$0.20/mmBtu on the week. Cash market prices (day-ahead,
Houston) have also seen quite a bit of day-to-day volatility but
are again firmer on a net basis. Prices started the reporting
week at $7.635/mmBtu, then rallied close to $8 going into the
weekend, before continuing to strengthen to $8.80 mid-week.
Prices then drifted lower before closing at $8.185/mmBtu, up
$0.55 on the week.
On production operations, the return of the Nova Chemicals olefins complex in Corunna, Ontario will bring some
associated benzene recovery up with it, but more importantly
will allow the Valley to return to more normal balance as Ineos
Styrolution comes back up on EBSM. Elsewhere, things have
remained pretty steady for the balance of July, with plenty
of output restraint in the face of slender incremental margins and poor marginal demand. There have been few further
downward adjustments on output but all eyes are on the first
half of August barge nominations to see how volume plays out.
Conversion margins remain slim, based on spot toluene values
and incremental paraxylene netbacks. As can be seen from the
graphic in this section, total benzene supply in the US is estimated to have reached a low point for the year-to-date during
July. Indeed, it is hoped that July represents the low point
for the calendar year as a whole. Month-to-month changes
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are based upon Argus forecasts and estimates, and reconciled
against published production and import data as it becomes
available. Total benzene supply in July is estimated at just
under 450,000t, roughly on a par with when Hurricane Harvey
brought widespread disruption to the Gulf coast in 2017. This
low production month followed on directly behind June, which
was also a very poor month for domestic output, together with
low net imports. The aggregate net inventory draw for the
two months is estimated at 105,000t, which leaves the market
with comparatively little in reserve going into August. Supply
is expected to improve during the coming month, but not as
much as perhaps is anticipated. Imports should break above
100,000t for the first time since March, but pygas make will
not recover much ground, and STDP rates are also expected to
remain low. We do expect recovery from reformate to pick up,
reflecting the dramatic adjustment in alternative values for
the feed in gasoline. All this being said, another slight draw on
inventory is forecast, bringing market cover to a low-point for
the quarter.
US benzene monthly supply trends by year
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On incremental benzene recovery feedstocks, Gulf coast
ethylene cracking margins are back under water, as ethane
prices have made further gains this week. Cracker rate reductions are becoming more prevalent as chain inventories remain
uncomfortably high. There have also been some operating
challenges on some of the mixed feed crackers recently, but
one unit is in restart. Pygas yields do not appear to be much
improved for July over June, although additional import vol-
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umes have been placed so recovery should be slightly higher
than in June. On reformate, absolute US Gulf coast market
values have been comparatively steady from last week’s close
at 387¢/USG to end this week down marginally at 386¢/USG.
The reformate spread above prompt-cycle regular gasoline,
a good indicator of the relative value of aromatic octane, is
also steady at 84.50¢/USG. This is still well above the spread
as would normally be expected for this time of the year, but
certainly much tighter than was seen a couple of months ago.
On consumption, the Ineos Styrolution EBSM plant in
Sarnia, Ontario is approaching restart following maintenance
and completion of the expansion and tie-ins of the Nova
olefins cracker in nearby Corunna. Elsewhere, a power outage
impacted the Ineos Styrolution site in Bayport, Texas earlier
in the week but the period of downtime appears to have been
comparatively short. There have been further actions to moderate derivative rates as we approached the end of the month,
actioned to achieve additional inventory and working capital
initiatives. This has impacted not just ethylbenzene-styrene
and cumene operations, but also some of the other derivatives.
On arbitrage trade, near-month benzene bid-asks in Asia
rose over the course of the week, making a net gain of another $40.5/t compared to this time last week, and closing at
$1,096.50/t. When viewed on this basis, the spread with the
US has closed up from around $411/t down to $280.50/t at the
close this week. Now this is a prompt month to prompt month
spread, so real world arb incentives are not quite as attractive
as the numbers might suggest. Shipping quotes FOBK to USGC
appear to have held steady once again this week at around
$180/t to maybe $185/t for a full 12,000t parcel, but fresh
space remains slow to come on berth for August. The continued backwardation in the US market remains one of the biggest hurdles to overcome, as there is little margin in between
August FOBK barrels and any September delivered barrels in
the US Gulf, certainly not enough to cover freight. As a result,
imports will continue to lag, despite strong apparent arb
incentives. Assessed spot benzene prices in northwest Europe
lost more ground this week as the market became distinctly
more bearish in its outlook. Bid-offer levels fell some $185/t
over the week, from $1,350/t down to a notional $1,165/t. The
spread with the US reopened again from a deficit of $117/t
back out to $182/t.
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Styrene
In the styrene spot market, July rolled off pretty much as quietly as it has been all month long. Integrated producers have
been laying low and managing their chain inventories to best
effect, while merchant producers have been unprepared to
engage with the market based on theoretical export netbacks.
Output restraint has increased as the month has gone on and
we may well find that underlying operating rates have been
even lower than we had originally estimated. August spot has
also been little discussed, as producer margin incentives again
are slim and none. No flat-priced business was confirmed for
either July or August and as such we continue to post the last
done level as is our established methodology.
Styrene feedstock cost pressures continue to be a mixed
picture, with generally steady but backwardated benzene spot
prices but some escalation in ethylene spot prices. Benzene
spot prices have remained mostly steady this week, but as the
prompt month rolls off into the backwardated price curve, so
prices give the appearance of being weaker. As covered in more
depth earlier in this report, spot benzene prices have eased
slightly for prompt dated barrels but the market remains very
backwardated. Spot benzene values closed out last week at
490¢/USG ($1,467/t, or just under 66.5¢/lb), and fell away as we
went into the weekend. Dated early August barrels then came
back into play and prices appeared firmer again. Prices finished
the week either side of a notional 442.50¢/USG ($1,324/t, or
59¢/lb) in Houston. The market remains heavily backwardated
to later August and then September. On ethylene, the market
remains long but spot prices jumped temporarily on news of a
power outage at the ChevronPhillips complex in Cedar Bayou,
Texas. Prior to this, prices had been edging higher, floating on
continued increases in ethane prices. The mixed-feed cracker
at Motiva Chemicals in Port Arthur, Texas has been restarting
after recent downtime, with the new Bayport Polymers steam
cracker in Port Arthur, Texas consolidating on the recently
announced commercial start-up. Up until the issue at Cedar
Bayou, feed cost pressure had continued to mount, as ethylene
prices struggled to keep up with ethane. Cash margins had
been significantly negative for the week. Cash market natural
gas prices (day-ahead, Houston) have also seen quite a bit of
day-to-day volatility but are again firmer on a net basis. Prices
started the reporting week at $7.635/mmBtu, then rallied close
to $8 going into the weekend, before continuing to strengthen
to $8.80 mid-week. Prices then drifted lower before closing at
$8.185/mmBtu, up $0.55 on the week. Ethane prices started the
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week at 63.375¢/USG and largely tracked higher on the basis
of firmer natural gas prices. Prices broke above 64¢/USG early
in the week and moved steadily to above 65.50¢/USG, before
being impacted by the news of the Cedar Bayou power outage.
Prices closed today (Thursday) at 62.875¢/USG. Prompt month
ethylene prices have been generally flat-to-higher following last
week’s close around 24.25¢/lb in Mont Belvieu, Texas. Prices
were flat just below 25¢/lb until news of a power interruption
impacting ChevronPhillips Chemical Company in Cedar Bayou,
Texas, moved prices temporarily higher. Prices closed today
(Thursday) at 24.75. Choctaw, Louisiana, has been trading at a
small premium to Mont Belvieu during the week and closed at
25¢/lb. A summary of higher level hydrocarbon costs is included
in the Americas Benzene section above.
On production operations, the expansion and tie-in work
at the Corunna cracker is on the cusp of being complete and
this should allow Ineos Styrolution to restart the Sarnia EB-SM
facility. The local community have been notified of restart
activities, so we can assume it is imminent. Elsewhere, operating rates have been tempered more aggressively than had
been anticipated at several US Gulf coast facilities, in order to
eliminate the chances of expensive inventory lingering on the
books. One major Gulf coast facility also suffered a power outage, which cost some commercial production. Overall operating rates for the US styrene fleet for July as a whole are now
seen quite a bit lower than anticipated around 68 to 70pc.
The expectation remains that rates will be stepped markedly
higher from early August at most all production facilities, but
there is an element of caution creeping in which might moderate the scale of the increase. As can be seen from the graphic
in this section, styrene production during July was estimated
to have been flat to slightly lower than June, but this might
now be judged slightly optimistic. Argus production estimates
and forecasts are based on an assessment of month-to-month
changes, and reconciled against published production data
as it becomes available. Operating rates were impacted by
feed procurement tactics around the benzene contract price,
which was settled at a record high of 682¢/USG, and similarly
reduced orders. Some producers reduced further in the second
half of the month to better balance inventory targets and minimize working capital valued on the basis of the higher price.
Some of that inventory pressure built later in the month, with
some moderating rates even further. As can be seen, rates are
expected to step higher in August, but again, this might be an
optimistic view based on very recent conversations.
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Est/forecasted US styrene monomer production
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On styrene consumption, it is proving difficult to separate actions taken to manage short-term feed purchases and
inventory levels, from those reflecting underlying demand
levels. Against the backdrop of rather dire sentiment on many
offshore markets, the US seems to be holding reasonably well,
but order books have been light for July and are being a little
slow to come back for August. On a volume basis, generalpurpose polystyrene and ABS have struggled during July, with
most sectors also being down, just not to the same extent.
On arbitrage trade, long-haul freight rates have remained
steady over the past week or so, with only intra-Asia rates
showing very modest downward adjustments. Space availability remains thin. In the offshore styrene markets, spot prices
have been a mixed bag this week. The trading week in Asia
saw benchmark prices regain some lost ground and gain $75/t,
closing right at $1,200/t. Benzene prices made more modest
gains of over $40/t over the same timeframe. Spot pricing for
styrene in Asia remains substantially under the Atlantic Basin
markets, but the spread is not as untenable as it was. The
Asia styrene spot price discount to the western markets has
contracted from $420/t back to $240/t over the week. The styrene spread to benzene in Asia clawed back some ground over
the week to close around $104/t, compared to $69/t a week
earlier. From a producer perspective these levels remain very,
very low but heavy clouds are ever-apparent based on poor
consumption into the construction and automotive sectors
in China. In Europe, spot styrene prices have resumed their
slide, with the prompt month rolling off some $165/t lower, at
$1,400/t. With prompt prices sliding, the backwardation has
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pretty much faded away, although the thinness of activity has
made it tough to read. Benzene lost ground pretty much in
parallel to styrene in Europe, and as such spreads to benzene
have remained mostly steady, rising modestly from $215/t to
end the week at $235/t. In the US market, nominal near-month
prices have seen little or no talk, but calculated netbacks from
export markets have been falling away rapidly. Nominal US
prices have been discussed for August around $100 to $120/t
below last week but there is almost zero transparency in the
market and if outright spot business is being done it is not
being openly reported. US and European prices have been
hunting each other, but seem to be ending the week within
$20/t or each other, which makes little logical sense. Absolute
price ideas have been largely absent, so we’ve called it closer
to $1,420/t, based on discussions, steady feed costs and lower
export netbacks.
In the news, global plastics and latex binders producer
Trinseo is pausing the sale of its styrenics business. In late
2021, the company began an exploratory process for divesting
the business, which comprises its feedstocks and polystyrene
reporting segments, as well as its 50pc ownership of Americas
Styrenics LLC. Trinseo then launched a formal sales process in
the first quarter of this year. Despite significant interest, the
company has now paused the process, unable to readily secure
the full value it was pursuing for the business. Trinseo said it
will reevaluate a potential sale when macroeconomic conditions improve.

Polystyrene
Producers in the US polystyrene (PS) market remain on track
to implement a 20¢/lb increase for July contracts even as the
market dynamics driving these increases may be changing.
Benzene spot prices have been fluctuating depending on
who is looking for what, where and when. The August ddp
Houston -Texas City (HTC) benzene market traded down to
400¢/USG, before kicking back up to 420¢/USG. The FOB
and early August delivered markets were done around 465 to
466¢/USG, so as in recent weeks, it is all about timing in this
market. September ddp and October ddp remain distinctly
backwardated to August. Discussions are ongoing towards
settlement of the benchmark US benzene contract price for
August, and the outcome will clearly be a substantial reduction from the settled price for July.
Benzene price pressure continues to deflate as the allure of
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gasoline and octane blending recedes. While still technically in
the late stages of the summer driving season, one producer recently stated that the octane demand draw for ethyl benzene
(EB) has already begun to fall away.
Gas prices have fallen in recent weeks, and the fuel market
in general is slightly lower from where it was a few months ago.
Still, benzene is viewed as a volatile actor in the PS supply chain
for many participants, and assured predictions of price decreases, and by how much, remain elusive for that reason.
While the market currently is expecting another major
price push for July, more and more participants now believe
price relief could come at a quick turnaround. Producers have
grown concerned with where prices have headed in recent
months, framing the surging prices as out of their control and
at the mercy of relentless benzene price increases. Moreover,
tight and depressed production left PS producers tied up in
allocations for many months.
These arguments were not always accepted by downstream
participants, who pointed to instances of price increases when
production and benzene prices were both more stable. But
now, with benzene prices coming down from their high July

contract level and PS production recovering more and more,
the dynamics driving PS price increases are changing. Multiple
downstream participants view the August-September window
as a time for the PS industry to normalize on all fronts, with
the expectation that prices would come down to meet the
more stable supply situation.
Two major PS producers had suffered serious setbacks to
PS and styrene monomer (SM) production several months back.
Now, much of the market has confirmed that one producer has
fully recovered, while the other is making slower but steady
progress. Even while some buyers remain under technical allocation, the actual product deliveries are within an acceptable
amount of what they would typically order.
Anecdotally, as production continues to recover, demand
remains good for the most part. Throughout the month various
participants have cited decent sales for sectors like food service and packaging, certain appliances, and medical devices.
Still, one participant this week predicted August would be the
beginning of a downturn in demand that could last the rest of
the year. Whether prices would follow that downtrend, and if
the downtrend truly materializes, are at this point unknown.

Europe
Benzene
Spot benzene prices slid to four-month lows ahead of the
August contract price (CP) settlement. Prompt trading was
brisk, with a number of cargoes -- carrying more than 20,000t
of benzene -- changing hands during the five-day CP-linked
trading period that started on 22 July. August deals were
concluded at $1,090-1,150/t, with the low-end of range mostly
done early in the week. Parcels for first half and 1-10 August
were booked at $1,100-1,160/t and $1,120-1,180/t, respectively.
The August CP, which will be settled on 29 July, is facing
the largest fall on record after reaching an all-time peak of
$1,872/t in July, when supply tightened and energy markets
surged. The CP’s conversion to euro will be based on the ECB
reference rate of $1.0122/€1, against $1.0517/€1 used in the
July CP settlement.
The Argus daily assessment for the front month (August) retreated steadily this week, slipping to $1,129/t early on before
ending at $1,142.50/t on 28 July, down by more than $200/t
from a week earlier. The market’s structure moved to a con-
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tango, with September supply mostly discussed at a $15-20/t
premium to August, although this was mainly driven by higher
selling indications for the outer month. No September deals
were reported.
The tightness in benzene supply diminished as the seasonal
lull set in, with the month-long unplanned shutdown of the
Maasvlakte POSM unit in the Netherlands further freeing up
additional supply. Consumers down the chain have been running down inventories ahead of the widely expected significant
reduction in feedstock costs. Whether the slowdown in demand is a result of destocking or reduced underlying demand
is difficult to determine at this stage, but there is widespread
concern in the industry of how the rest of the year will shape
up as economies falter, inflation and interest rates spike and
the volatility in the energy markets persists.
Reduced benzene supply is partly outweighing easing
consumption. Cracker operators have trimmed operating rates
to manage ethylene and propylene length as polymers demand
weakened. Lighter feedstocks are preferred over naphtha by
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flexible crackers, further curtailing pygas-based benzene output. Production disruptions are limited, with no new cracker
issues emerging this week. The Feyzin refinery in France is
restarting, almost three weeks after it was shut by an electrical issue. The cracker at the site, which was forced off line because of the refinery outage, has yet to return to production.
A cracker in Germany is down for planned work. Logistical
challenges, including low water levels on the Rhine river, are
causing problems and are likely to impact on cracker operating
rates if they continue. Extraction margins remained robust,
averaging $613/t so far in July, despite coming off from their
peak of $1,019/t in June. Cost concerns rose after European
gas prices spiked again this week as deliveries through Russian
Gazprom’s 55bn m³/yr Nord Stream 1 pipeline slumped. Gazprom announced it will halve available Nord Stream capacity
to 20pc from 27 July as it needs to take a turbine off line for
maintenance, making it more difficult for Europe to achieve
winter storage targets. The Dutch TTF day-ahead prices
jumped above €200/MWh, reaching €203.90/MWh on 27 July,
closing in on the record high levels of €208-212/MWh reached
in March. Earlier in the week, the EU decided that countries
can request exemptions from gas cuts for critical sectors such
as food production, fertilisers, metals, petrochemicals and
glass. This followed an earlier call from the EU for countries to
voluntarily reduce gas consumption by 15pc from August until
March 2023 in response to the risk of full cut-off by Gazprom.
Refineries are running at high rates of above 80pc, underpinning high reformer operating rates. Strong gasoline and middle
distillate margins are encouraging refiners to ramp up rates
above pre-Covid levels, a trend that is likely to be sustained in
the summer.
NWE styrene premium to benzene

$/t

Europe prices
$/t

Timing

€/t

Volume t

Benzene
cif NWE contract

Jul

cif ARA spot weekly average Prompt

1,872

1,780

1,143.50

1,125.32

Styrene
fca ARA contract

Feb

1,658

1,632

fob ARA contract

Jul

2,377

2,339

fca ARA spot

Prompt

1,778-1,829

1,750-1,800

fob ARA spot

Prompt

1,385-1,445

1,363-1,422

Argus fob ARA VWA

Jul

1,847.50

1,779.70

12,000

Argus fob ARA VWA

Jun

1,759.38

1,664.73

8,000

Jul

2,276

2,240

Jul

2,124

2,090

Phenol
delivered ARA contract
Cyclohexane
fob ARA contract

Supplementary benzene transaction data (cif ARA)
Timing

Volume
weighted
average $/t

Min $/t

Week 30

Prompt

1,141.54

1,120.00

Month to date

Aug

1,141.54

1,120.00

1,180.00 13,000.00

Previous month

Jul

1,707.22

1,325.00

1,870.00

9,000.00

Contract marker

Low / High ±

Argus Δ

Max $/t

1,180.00 13,000.00

€/t

Western Europe polystyrene markets
Timing

Total
volume t

GPPS

Jul

2,785.0

100.0 / 170.0

+140.0

HIPS

Jul

2,895.0

100.0 / 170.0

+140.0

Almost 14,000t of US-origin benzene arrived in March-May,
when Europe tightened, a reversal from the 46,000t that left
Europe for the US between November and February. The arbitrage from Europe to the US was generally open in June and
July, with some cargoes heard to have sailed across. Chinacif ARA benzene premium to Eurobob
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Europe
origin cargoes that were booked in May-June are expected
to start arriving from late August, although they are likely to
be limited volumes given the long lead time, logistical constraints, a heavy backwardation in the European market, and
better netbacks offered by the US. The arbitrage has closed
in the second half of July. The arbitrage from China has been
generally closed since the start of the year, with only 9,200t
arriving in Europe in March-April.
North Sea Dated crude fell by $5/bl from a week earlier to
$109-110/bl, with the tight supply outlook partly outweighed
by demand worries as the global economies eased. The IMF
lowered its 2022 global economic growth forecast by 0.4
percentage points to 3.2pc, the second consecutive cut. It
forecasts growth to slow even further to 2.9pc in 2023, against
a rise of 6.1pc in 2021, on the back of an “increasingly gloomy
and uncertain outlook” as fallout from the Ukraine conflict
and high commodity prices undermine the US and eurozone
growth, while China’s economy continues to be disrupted by
Covid-19. Naphtha retreated in sympathy with crude, easing to
around $740/t, with the market further under pressure from
weak blending and export demand.

Styrene
Spot styrene prices fell to six-month lows in a subdued market, under pressure from the steep fall in feedstock benzene
cost. The Argus daily assessment for the front month (August)
dropped steadily to end at $1,385/t, far below the July peak of
$1,870/t and the lowest since January. The August-September
spread was flat, although September discussions were broadly
notional in a market dominated by sellers. Offers were steadily
reduced throughout the week, but buyers were steadfast in
their interest in the low $1,300s/t levels, keeping their pricing
views consistently more than $200/t apart, making deals difficult to conclude.
Increased supply outlook, owing to the expected restart
of the Maasvlakte POSM unit, further weighed on the styrene market. The force majeure on styrene supply out of the
site, which was declared on 4 July, remains in place. Around
40,000-50,000t of styrene were lost because of the production shutdown. The logistical problems caused by the lower
water levels on the Rhine, which have fallen to 70cm at the
key measuring point of Kaub this week, are also causing some
supply constraints. But the supply and logistical challenges
have been compensated by increased imports in the second
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Styrene raw material costs and pricing
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quarter, mainly from China, and the summer lull. The seasonal
slowdown was exacerbated by destocking down the chain
ahead of the expected significant reduction in feedstock costs
in August. Whether demand will recover in September-October
after the summer holidays is unclear as the industry turned increasingly cautious about the outlook for the rest of the year.
Economic indicators are looking grim, with the flash eurozone
manufacturing PMI dropping to 46.1 in July from 49.3 in June
and the lowest in 26 months. Output and new orders both fell
for the first time since the Covid-19 lockdown of early 2021,
while business confidence for the rest of the year deteriorated
on the back of rising worries over energy supply and inflation.
The European Central Bank raised its key rate, by 0.5 percentage points, for the first time since 2011 to rein in inflation.
Margins for integrated producers were well above $600/t
this week, taking the average to $891/t in July, based on the
styrene-naphtha spread. Integrated production is generally
aligned with contracts, with customers limiting their offtake
to the minimum levels that their contracts allow. Margins for
non-integrated producers improved after languishing in June,
with the benzene-styrene spread averaging $280/t so far this
month. Some producers have unloaded feedstock benzene and
ethylbenzene into the market. A 2,000t ethylbenzene cargo
for August delivery was sold at $1,237/t. SMPO/POSM operating
rates will also face pressure as PO supply returns in Maasvalkte
and a planned maintenance in Germany is completed.
Elsewhere, Trinseo has decided to pause the sale of its
styrenics business, which includes the Feedstocks and Polystyrene segments and its 50pc stake in Americas Styrenics. The
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sale process, which was announced in November and launched
in the first quarter of 2022, drew “broad and significant interest from both strategic and financial parties”, the company
said. But the deterioration in the financing markets and the
economic uncertainty brought about by the conflict in Ukraine
has impeded the company’s ability to obtain full value for the
business.

from some European producers. Settlements as low as + €100120/t have so far been confirmed across several GPPS and HIPS
contracts.
We will be adjusting the preliminary GPPS and HIPS contract delta assessments for July from + €160/t to + €140/t. This
will be finalised next week, pending further confirmation from
market participants.

Polystyrene

Cyclohexane

The polystyrene (PS) market is quiet, with limited activity
mostly denoted by a seasonal slowdown in demand across all
major consuming sectors and high resin prices compared with
other polymers.
The market anticipates a further slowdown in August
demand as converters wind down operations during the peak
holiday season, while rapidly declining feedstock styrene spot
prices in July are raising expectations of potential price decreases across styrene monomer, general-purpose (GPPS) and
high-impact polystyrene (HIPS) August contracts.
July PS contracts are closing within a wide range of price
increases, depending on the producer and price starting location. Higher price increases than the more commonly reference styrene monthly contract price movement of + €155/t are
being finalised in some cases, but the majority of freely-negotiated accounts remain heavily challenged by buyers owing to
a combination of unsustainably high resin prices, concerns over
potential demand erosion and more competitive price offers

Demand deteriorated further following production problems
downstream, mainly affecting nitric acid. Demand from the
automotive sector continued to languish as prolonged supply
chain issues impede manufacturing which has failed to catch
up with pent-up orders. New car registrations in the EU declined further by 15.4pc from a year-earlier in June to 886,510
units. This brought the fall to 14pc in the first half of 2022 to
4.6mn units, latest Acea data show, with all key markets Italy,
France, Germany and Spain reporting double-digit declines.

Phenol
A planned maintenance in August and production restrictions
caused by the unexpected shutdown of a feedstock supplier in
France curtailed phenol-acetone supply, but this has been far
outweighed by the weakness in demand, which has been under
pressure from destocking and the seasonal summer slowdown.
Margins have deteriorated, leading producers to cut back on
operating rates.

Asia-pacific
Benzene
Spot cfr China premiums of benzene rose further this week,
after inventory levels in east Chinese ports fell to their lowest
level in nearly eight years.
Bids for spot cfr China cargoes were placed at $33-35/t premiums to published fob South Korea assessments, higher than
the $25-30/t premiums transacted last week. Offers rose to
$40/t premiums for cargoes arriving in August. Inventories in
east China dropped by 23,200t or 61pc to 15,100t, the lowest
level since September 2014, latest data showed.
Spot domestic prices in east China correspondingly averaged 9,508 yuan/t, or an import parity equivalent of $1,221/t.
This marked a 1.6pc rise compared to last week’s average of
Yn9,355/t, or an import parity equivalent of $1,201/t.
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The effect also spread to the fob South Korea and southeast Asian markets. Bids for spot September cargoes in the
South Korea market were placed at $13-15/t premiums to published fob South Korea assessments. This was compared with
$10/t premiums placed last week.
In the southeast Asian market, Lotte Titan’s tender to sell
3,000t of August-loading benzene was sold at about $30/t
discounts to published fob South Korea prices. This was a narrower discount compared to the last August cargo the firm sold
at low $30s/t discounts.
PRefChem’s tender to sell an August cargo was withdrawn,
according to market participants, but this could not be directly
confirmed with the company. PRefChem’s 300,000 b/d refinery
was shut on 27 July following a power trip. It remained unclear
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if the downstream naphtha cracker was affected.
The benzene-naphtha spread remained firm, averaging
$281/t in the first three days of the week, compared with last
week’s $296/t, supported by restocking demand from China.
But Cfr China buyers started to express resistance against
the higher premiums, because of consistently weak downstream margins of styrene and phenol. In southeast Asia,
Singaporean demand remained weak despite the shutdown of
PCS’ No. 2 cracker as downstream cumene, phenol and styrene
producers continued to run at lower rates.
Producer economics still favoured that of aromatics production. Benzene-naphtha and paraxylene-naphtha spread
premiums against gasoline crack averaged $22/bl and $31/bl
respectively, compared with last week’s $24.61/bl and $24.63/
bl.

Styrene
Asia-Pacific styrene monomer (SM) prices rose this week as
coastal inventory dropped. The prompt backwardation widened.
Cfr China prices averaged $1,153/t in the first three days
of the week, 1.7pc higher compared with last week’s average
of $1,134/t. Prompt domestic prices in China similarly rose to
9,900 yuan/t, or an import parity equivalent of $1,271/t. This
was 2.4pc higher than last week’s average of Yn9,666/t.
SM stocks fell by 8,600t to 49,400t this week, port inventory data showed. This represented a 15pc decrease from last
week's levels.
SM production margins widened as a result. Margins averaged $158/t over the first three days of the week, up by 22pc
from last week’s average of $130/t.
Market participants expect the prompt backwardation to
start narrowing, as supplies increase on the back of restarts
at major plants. Wanhua Chemical has restarted its propylene
oxide (PO)-SM line, with a production capacity of 650,000 t/
yr, after a 45-day pipeline works and catalyst change. Hengli
Petrochemical is in the process of restarting its 720,000 t/yr
SM line from maintenance. Both companies are expecting onspecification production by the end of July.
Hengli’s upstream cracker is expected to shut in August for
a three-week turnaround. The shutdown would lead to Hengli
capping the operating rates of its SM line that is due to be
restarted.
Discussions remained few and far in between. Low demand
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$/t

Asia-Pacific prices
Timing

Low

High

Mid

±

nc

Benzene
cfr South Korea contract

Jun

1,320.00

1,343.06

1,331.53

cfr Taiwan contract

Jun

1,320.00

1,364.06

1,342.03

nc

cfr Asean contract

Jun

1,320.00

1,359.06

1,339.53

-0.27

fob South Korea

2H Aug

1,021.00

1,097.00

1,059.00

-4.50

fob South Korea

1H Sep

1,005.00

1,081.00

1,043.00

-10.50

1,005.00

-10.50

fob South Korea

2H Sep

1,081.00

1,043.00

fob South Korea

1H Oct

989.00 1,064.00

1,026.50

-7.00

fob South Korea

2H Oct

989.00 1,064.00

1,026.50

-17.00

1,048.93

-11.07

fob South Korea

Marker

cfr China spot

Prompt

1,051.00

1,137.00 1,094.00

cfr China month avg

Jun

1,364.14

1,369.09

991.00

1,366.62

nc
+92.93

fob southeast Asia

Prompt

1,067.00

1,029.00

-2.00

ex-tank E China Yn/t

Prompt

9,250.00 9,600.00

9,425.00

+250.00

1,146.78

1,168.48

+30.34

ex-tank E China

Prompt

ex-works Sinopec Yn/t

Prompt

1,190.17

9,150

nc

ex-works Sinopec

Prompt

1,134.38

-0.66

Styrene
cfr Taiwan contract

Jun

1,443.00

1,443.00

1,443.00

nc

cfr China

Aug

1,135.00

1,210.00

1,172.50

+22.50

cfr China

Sep

1,095.00

1,170.00

1,132.50

+17.50

cfr China

Marker

fob northeast Asia

Aug

1,180.00

1,255.00

1,152.00

+5.50

1,217.50

+22.50

cfr South Korea/Taiwan

Prompt

1,190.00

1,265.00

1,227.50

+20.00

ex-tank China Yn/t

Prompt

9,650.00 10,150.00

9,900.00

+250.00

ex-tank China

Prompt

1,196.37

1,258.36

1,227.37

+30.31

cfr India

Prompt

1,135.00

1,210.00

1,172.50

-117.50

ex-tank India Rs/kg

Prompt

100.00

101.00

100.50

nc

ex-tank India

Prompt

1,251.16

1,263.67

1,257.42

+1.19

$/t

Benzene freight rates
Size t

21 Jul

28 Jul

South Korea to China

3,000

44

42

Thailand to mid China

6,000

54

51

South Korea to Houston

6,000

188

188

South Korea to Houston

12,000

182

182

Asia-Pacific polystyrene markets
Yn/t

±

Import parity
$/t

±

China ex-works
GPPS

10,150-10,250

-100.0

1,237-1,249

-12.0

HIPS

10,450-10,550

0.0

1,274-1,286

0.0

GPPS

1265.0 / 1305.0

-10.0

HIPS

1390.0 / 1430.0

0.0

China spot cfr CMP price $/t
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and tight supply generally persisted, and market participants
maintained their wait-and-see approach as a result. Persistently weak demand in China has resulted in Zhejiang Petrochemical delaying its new PO-SM unit with a SM production capacity
of 600,000 t/yr. There is no clear timeline for the start-up as
of the time of writing.
There were no discussions for fob China cargoes this week.
Korean buyers are similarly not in the market, with low operating rates still plaguing the country's styrenics market.
Styrene demand in Taiwan also remained weak, with producers citing difficulty in offloading inventory to downstream
consumers. Some producers are considering further cuts to
operating rates, in response to weak demand. Chimei also
reduced its acrylonitrile butadiene styrene operating rates, in
line with that of other consumers. TSMC was the latest producer last week to cut SM operating rates to 80pc.
Prices in India remained relatively stable at 100-101 rupees/kg. Demand was still weak as local distributors remained
cautious with stocking up inventory. No offers were placed in
the market this week. Market participants are expecting supplies from Kuwait to start flowing in September. Buying ideas
for imported SM were placed at parity with cfr China assessments.
The Kuwait Styrene Company (TKSC) is expecting to restart
its styrene unit in August, after declaring a force majeure on
12 May. The company operates Kuwait’s sole 450,000 t/yr SM
unit that is integrated with Kuwait Aromatics. TKSC is a regular SM supplier to India.

Polystyrene
Polystyrene (PS) prices in China inched down this week, on
persistent weak demand for the polymer.
General purpose PS prices inched down by 50-100 yuan/t to
Yn10,150-10,250/t, or an import parity equivalent $1,243/t.
High-impact polystyrene prices remained essentially stable
at Yn10,450-10,550/t, or an import parity equivalent $1,280/t.
There were no fob cargo discussions this week.

Phenol
China’s domestic phenol market fell after rising by more than
875 yuan/t last week. Supply tightness eased after operational
issues at various plants were resolved.
Phenol prices fell by Yn250-300/t to Yn9,000/t. Operating rates rose to nearly 80pc from 71pc previously. Among
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the plants that restarted is Zhejiang Petrochemical’s
400,000/250,000 t/yr phenol/acetone plant that was previously shut on 18 July.
But demand remained weak. Phenol producers are still operating at lower rates because of margin concerns. Phenol production losses continued, but narrowed. Asian non-integrated
phenol production losses were estimated at $168/t, compared
with $199/t last week.
Sinopec Shanghai Mitsui with 250,000/150,000 t/yr production capacity, Formosa Ningbo with 400,000/243,000 t/yr and
Harbin Huayi with 86,000/52,000 t/yr reduced operating rates
to 65pc, 70pc and 50pc respectively last week from 80-90pc
previously because of margin concerns.
Acetone prices inched up to Yn4,800/t, compared with last
week’s Yn4,700/t.
South Korea benzene premium to Japan naphtha
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